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Abstract: The study seeks to answer the question of what strategic directions and opportunities
we have for business in the midst of the info-communication changes of our time. In this research,
we compare the results of non-representative primary research (cluster analysis and discriminant
analysis) with the factors and latest methods of e-commerce or even mobile commerce and traditional commerce and their main differences. Based on the four clusters examined, we develop a
new strategic model for practice with suggestions which can be used by small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and which they can incorporate directly into their business models. Starting point
of our hypothesis was that in order to develop an effective and delivered communication, a market
needs to be targeted and at least four different clusters should be formulated.
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Marketing professionals and advertisers are increasingly using e-commerce, m-commerce,
or social media and enthusiastically using different platforms, but the effectiveness of these
tools is still vague. This is not because the evaluation of these electronic tools is inaccurate or
not as good as evaluation through social media monitoring tools that provide quantitative
indicators such as, sharing, comment, click-through, view, number of followers, etc. One of
the main problems in integrating these tools is that nowadays, different customer behaviors
are becoming much more significant. Academic research also tends to focus on content or
context (i.e., platform or tools and types of social media) [1] but we postulate that each of
them is determined by different groups of media users and their media usage habits. The
novelty of our research and the paper is the emphasis on the importance of differentiating
in communication according to smaller user groups, as customer behavior are becoming
more significant and should resist the temptation to use mass communication with these
internet tools. This study examines how we can set up as few customer groups as possible
to develop different strategies for them and their engagement with social media platforms.
Theoretically, we will elaborate and examine the relevance of resulting clusters and develop
a new two-dimensional action matrix with recommendations as a contribution to practice.
2. Literature Review
Let us start our short introduction into the topic with some interpretation or viewpoints
as the fundamental basis of marketing logistics. For the sake of clarity, let us take a shot look
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at the following conceptual boundaries that will help us to perform better analysis. As each
era has its own marketing concept, Gamble et al. [2] we would like to focus on what is the
anatomy of marketing compared to scientific definitions. Marketing is a corporate activity
that analyses the market to meet the needs of customers or users, defines the desired products
and services, considering the value dimensions, defines its target audience (because what is
made for everyone is actually made for nobody) and then introduces them with each other
(product with customer, customer with product), sets the sales price with full knowledge of
the real value, organizes sales and influences customers to reach them to buy or purchase
as much of the product-service complex as possible using the company’s least resources.
We might ask the question: in comparison, what is online marketing? Is it a completely
new approach or is it just a traditional procedure with new tools (see the articles: ‘future is
here’ [3] or ‘online marketing in the age of industry 4.00 [4])? Hossain and Rahman [5] quite
simply interpret the activities related to the aforementioned as a process of implementing
marketing activities over the Internet. In his work, Fehér [6] has concluded that the online
model does not differ significantly from the traditional model of Kotler [7] because the steps
of the processes taking place in different media is more or less the same. These authors were
still thinking about the five-step model, which can be characterized by the fact that it is the
customer who makes the effort and the decision and purchase are essentially the same (see:
problem recognition-search-evaluation of alternatives-decision-purchase). Fehér [6] notes
that consumer opinion also plays a key role in post-purchase behavior. Kozák et al. (2020)
specified and demonstrated an integrated model, where the popular lean approach was
developed towards an economic lean method on a supply chain level [8].
A few decades ago a constant feature of marketing has been a “platform type” like a
supplying surface, meaning that the focus of its efforts was to provide a kind of interface for
the presentation on “offer”, as early online solutions were electronic but had only passive
appearance characteristics. Obviously, the Internet is suitable for supporting each level of
the five-step model with different online tools, thus helping the customer and the purchase
process [9], and the consumer may buy online and offline or in a parallel way as well [10].
In the next decade, we will see how mobile or e-commerce will change the traditional
models of marketing and even our entire lives, as the impact of customers moves upwards
in the model step by step and becomes seriously involved in every step not just in postpurchase behavior (see: review for mobile commerce research and applications [11] and
changes in marketing models and motivation causes [12–16]).
Today, however, the Internet is not just a visual interface, it is a lot more active, flexible
and dynamic. In addition to the abundance of former economic goods, consumers have
also become much more demanding and conscious, it is just enough to offer. Nowadays
demand providers need to be much more proactive, and our technology also allows it with
all kinds of automated and artificial intelligence systems. On the basis of all this, we do
not agree with the above authors and draw attention to the changed differences of online
solutions and channels. The attitudes of consumers in online space are constantly changing,
the digital content is visited as ‘attentively’ as possible [17–19], they are not driven towards
by pre-planned direction, and they are not interested in traditional geographical or other
market boundaries. They have become much more interactive in communication, searching
information to their questions in a given time and place as they like and devoting much less
time to certain transactions. From a previous passive consumer role, they have changed
to a much more active role, which also forces service providers to be proactive. Because
this issue appears all the more crucial for corporate strategies since attracting and retaining
human capital is a key factor in competitiveness, companies should adapt their marketing
strategies [20]. In simple words, strategic consumers make purchase decisions based on
the information available and might delay their purchase if it does not maximize their
utility [21]. They also turn to value-added information, providing preliminary data for
more accurate planning, which represents a new approach for proactivity. Meanwhile, the
past decade has witnessed huge changes in the field of information technology and the
mobile trend of e-commerce, which can be considered as m-commerce (MC), is a typical
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example of it. Any transaction ‘conducted through a variety of mobile equipment over a
wireless telecommunication network’ can be considered as MC [22–25] In our approach,
we will use m-commerce as a part of the e-commerce [11], with a set of specificity and a
series of media platforms with their own characteristics and their own media users.
In our current society, the Internet is playing an intensive role in collecting information
and influencing customer decisions [26], which is also reinforced by new models such as
Weinberg’s [27] consumer and shopping process model in both traditional and online space.
In these models more and more frequently appears such completely new media types
like social network platforms with constantly changing, new methods. (e.g., Facebook, a
Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn). Furthermore, it makes new fields for an online presence that
enables a two-way communication channel between the company and its suppliers or its
customers [28].
It is important for any business maker today to understand that it is unrealistic without
useing these applications, especially in case of a new and unique product or if we want
to interact with the targeted audience. As there is now a wide variety of online presence,
there is a huge increase in the demand for scientific works that analyze or classifies these
possibilities. In the next subsection, we review the main differences between traditional
commerce and e-commerce.
2.1. Changes in Sales Methods from E-Commerce to M-Commerce
The opportunities offered by online media are not only popular because it is fashionable, but also because it gives new methods to marketing or logistics professionals. We have
to gain new access to innovative solutions and applications in many areas. Therefore, the
aim of this section is to provide a theoretical framework for obtaining the main differences
as a model that can help us to design more effective strategies. We can apply innovative developments to more accurately analyze user needs, more accurately explore the dimensions
of consumer value, reduce value gaps, do a more accurate and representative in-depth
research of the target group, make extensive marketing communication and promotion
techniques, artificial intelligence and BI systems for dynamic pricing, most effective promotion planning and measuring, we may be able to assemble and offer innovative product
and service combinations that are much more intensively customized, and finally with
the help of these providers can proactively recruit a bigger group of potential customers.
These new trends could be more powerful than anything the Internet has offered before.
For example mobile telephony offers a potential platform for unprecedented penetration of
the Internet and services such as m-commerce [25].
Today’s major trends and global impacts like the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19)
pandemic also point out that it is no longer possible to approach merely on economic basis
(cost/benefit principle), because both the acceleration of cycles, sustainability issues [29,30]
and of course the unpredictability of people support the need for entirely new approaches
to process management. In addition to the flow of materials, the flow of information must
also be analyzed and modeled on a qualitative and quantitative basis.
The organization of social networks (Facebook) and activity-based (adWords) relationships, or block-chain-based communication, creates different structures compared to
traditional models, in value and supply chains that are still organized on conventional relationships. For example, international approaches are very often needed locally. At the level
of chains and networks, more complex issues arise than before, which can be developed in
a concept that requires the synergy of marketing and logistics. Regarding social networks,
for example, Weinberg [31] suggests classifying the following six categories:
1.

2.

Social networking. The focus is to reach customers as well as ensuring that interest is
maintained while creating relevant contents. Facebook and LinkedIn, for example,
are suitable for reaching different audiences.
Social knowledge. These are information service sites like Yahoo, Google! They
provide answers, help users while also influencing consumers. Wikipedia is similarly
suited to influencing society, although the options are much narrower.
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Social sharing. These are social bookmarks that allow you to quickly share and spread
information, mostly with the help of interesting contents.
Social news. It draws attention to a new way of being informed, from which classic
roles are also changing (information collecting, share, reader etc.).
Social streaming. Rich content that achieves quick effects through instant responses,
commenting, and sharing (Podcasting).
Company user-generated content and community. In this regard, it is possible for
companies, organizations to create independent contents corresponding their own
image. Creating a customer community, creating brand loyalty, direct customer
contacts can be the goal.

One can obtain more information in a matter of moments in the 21st century than
how much information of earlier eras could be combined. Despite of the influence of vast
amount of information and new technical possibilities on user purchase intention, there
is a lack of a valuable set of factors to evaluate the level of this intention nowadays [32].
The information explosion is now taking place not only in society and science, but even
among machines (see Big Data and IoT). Data science is one of the fast-growing disciplines
of our time, dealing with processing and utilization of large amounts of rapidly changing
data, with the help of artificial intelligence (AI). Online e-commerce is expanding at a rate
that it is expected to exceed traditional sales channels. The new e-marketplaces are also
spreading by such a traditional markets like agricultural machines or inputs [33]. Acoustic
and visual recognition systems simplify the connection between users and the Internet day
by day. Augmented reality and virtual reality also implement new levels of perception
and allow a better combination of reality and cyber world. The digital boom offers new
solutions and opportunities in many areas of life, as well as dangers, which is especially
true for the world of e-commerce.
Without aiming to give an lengthy list, let us highlight some of the trends, which are
currently in the crossfire of debates.

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

online media is extremely suitable for the application of content marketing techniques,
but their impact and learning curve work differently platform by platform [1];
the communication channels and the communication itself have their segments,
not only the consumer market, but also the different groups are interested in different
contents (however, this requires getting to know them first) [34,35];
video and podcast content is becoming more popular instead of textual information,
partly due to communication degradation, partly due to denser stimulus and information compression, anyone is now able to produce cost-effective videos [35] and
YouTube is the third most visited site after Facebook and Google;
the combination of different media is also a striking phenomenon, which is expected
to mutually reinforce each other’s short-term image, sound and online content, for
example, images in most of the cases can amplify the message [36]-a, and in order to
achieve stronger marketing, each platform can also be combined [36]-b;
bloggers and influencers are able to influence the opinions of their big mass of followers with their own view points and unique appearances [36]-c;
the importance of marketing automation is rapidly growing year by year, as the
diversified activity involves a lot of resources, these duties take over daily tasks like
communication, maintaining of contacts, sending e-mail, invoicing, payment [37],
Business Intelligence-based demand assessment or offer making and pricing have
grate novelty, and the significance of sales funnel is increasing, which goes through
the product pyramid [38];
chatbots are a separate category, which are intelligent robots that can even communicate and take over certain repetitive information handling tasks [39];
in addition to SEM and SEO (search engine marketing, search engine optimization) [40], Google Ads (adWords) is becoming increasingly important where targeted
and re-targeted ads are possible on search and display networks while the focus will
be shifted from previous appearance concepts to click-through rate (ctr) method;
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in addition to search engine marketing and search engine optimization (SEM, SEO),
automated information collection and profiling is also being strengthened which in
some cases (in case of large service companies) are on the borders on the framework
of legality;
Google Analytics is a legal and accepted option for monitoring user activity which
allows statistical analysis and activity tracking of web content from several perspectives [41];
the importance and effectiveness of direct mails are declining [42].

In the 21st century value (and supply) chains, the buyer can already decide for
themselves how and where to get or buy the product, they have far more options than
ever before. In this case, the buyer can consider based on several criteria and choose the
solution most suitable and most useful for him or her. For example, e-marketplaces in
agriculture should ultimately reduce the cost of the exchange of goods [43,44]. Finally, we
summarize the similarities and differences between e-commerce and traditional commerce,
highlighting the need for changed tasks (see: Table 1).
Table 1. Similarities/differences between e- or m-commerce and traditional commerce.
Similarities

•

the product (product) is the same or similar (essentially
the same) regardless of the method of purchase

•

product quality and product utility value are the same,
independent from the method of acquisition (or
transaction)

•

the price (price) is the same or maybe a bit cheaper in case
of online, compared to the actual store or point of sale

•

the payment is the same, in both cases we can pay in cash,
by credit card or by bank transfer

•

the offer (assortment) is the same or maybe larger in case
of online, it is independent from the method of the
transaction (except for digital technical problems in some
places)

•

Differences

•

the difference is the (place—marketing channel) of the
product and the place utility value which is big because
in the traditional way we only reach the product at the
store/dealer, while in the online case the transaction can
take place anywhere.

•

availability of the product in the channel (place) and the
time utility value; there is a big difference because in the
traditional way we can only access the product during the
service hours (opening hours), while in the online case the
transaction can take place at any time.

•

transport costs; there is a big difference in this case,
because in traditional trade the transport costs are
belonged to the buyer in relation to the location and the
buyer (travel costs) or agreed by parity, but in the online
case they are belonged to the provider or it may be passed
onto the buyer (shipping cost).

•

purchasing convenience; there is a big difference in terms
of purchasing, because convenience is an important factor
in customer service quality.

•

assortment and reliability; there is a big difference,
because not only can we choose from the range of
assortments of given service provider, but we can also
easily compare to different offers of other competitors and
choose from offers of replacement product manufacturers
(more competition).

•

possession utility value; there is a significant difference in
the marketing part of the possession utility value, because
the “more live” relationship in traditional commerce could
mean better customization of the product, that is why the
customer service level could be higher and customer
satisfaction is improved.

•

time utility value with additional time expenditure there
is a big difference, because in the traditional case we have
to take into account the travel time or the delivery time
with “internal” organization, while in the case of online
purchase we have to take into account the delivery time
with “external” and independent characteristics that mean
we have (less influence and occasional less customer
satisfaction).

the possession utility value, there is no significant
difference in terms of possession value, the product can
transfer with a purchase transaction
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Table 1. Cont.
Similarities

Differences

•

lack of testing and physical detection, the big difference
is against an online purchase (which is related to customer
security utility value coupled with financial and payment
risk or uncertainty).

•

personal selling is also against online e-commerce, which
is also closely linked to customer service quality and
customer satisfaction (email and phone).

•

regular or unique purchases must be separate, usually
online platform are benefit to use, especially in case for
standard regular purchase.

•

advantages and disadvantages of geographical
boundaries vanish, often national borders, and attraction
zones also disappear, which requires different organization
(this leads to gradient or scaling problems).

2.2. Online Sales Data (E-Commerce)
With the boom of smart devices and mobile technology, e-commerce has also become increasingly popular. Thanks to the development of infrastructure and the growth
of customer confidence, ‘web shops’ are realizing more sales turnover worldwide. Although growth is slowing, online sales worldwide reached $3.535 trillion in 2019, with
annual growth of nearly 20.7%. Experts predict 18.1% of total turnover by 2021 viathe
electronic channel. For certain products, e.g., in the case of software electronic sales have
already outperformed the traditional channel (Apple Store, Play Store, Amazon—Media).
According to an Ecommerce Global survey, Asia will have the highest turnover in 2019
with $1.935 trillion. In second and third place were North America with $587 billion and
Europe with far above $500 billion in e-commerce [45]. Alibaba Group Holding overtook
Amazon in 2017 in the B2C market and also plays a big role in leading Asia to the forefront [46]. However, the gap between the western and eastern parts of Europe, to which
our country belongs, is huge. Western Europe accounts for 68% of the volume, while
Central and Eastern Europe accounts for only 11%. The reason for lagging behind are
both infrastructural disadvantage and a trust disadvantage but it also means an opportunity, EuroCommerce [47]. In 2019, the annual online retail turnover of Hungary reached
781 billion HUF, growth of 16%, GKI [48] together with the turnover to abroad is well
over 1000 billion. In 2020, annual online turnover has reached 950 billion HUF (above
a growth rate of 21%), due to the accelerating effect of COVID-19, although the average
customer value is lower, purchase is more frequent [49]. Similar effects were observed in
many countries [50–52].
According to a survey of webshop experts [53], the attendance and conversion rate
of Hungarian web-shops is directly proportional to the age of the web-shop. A web store
that has been operating for five years can have up to 10 times the traffic per day as a
1-year-old. Currently, the most popular marketing tools are social media and Facebook
advertising (72–70%), but SEO (68%), newsletter (55%), Google Ads (54%) and coupon
shopping also play a major role (42%). In terms of efficiency, operators are most satisfied
with SEO, Google Ads, social media and ‘remarketing’; 45% of those surveyed do not
send any newsletter to their users, while 88% of online stores have their own Facebook
page and 36% have their own blog. The area for most improvement, according to 66% of
respondents, is (online) marketing, which proves that the topic is crucial [48].
3. Methodology
According to our basic concept, there is a great need for more in-depth research on
online sales methods, since for businesses, an online presence not only recommended but
also almost necessary to strengthen and sped up the traditional channels. The aim of our
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primary research was to identify Hungarian online consumer habits and future trends in
order to formulate strategic proposals for companies. The survey was conducted in the
form of an online questionnaire in Google Forms, between 6–14 November 2018 before
the distorting effect of COVID-19. Data were recorded and analyzed using IBM SPSS and
Microsoft Excel. Due to the number of participants and the strong relation between the
contact network and personal relationship, the results are not representative they are only
suitable for measuring trends. The analysis of answer list-type questions was performed
using word cloud and statistical methods. We assume that the Hungarian context data may
be considered relevant for all Central and Eastern European countries and in all markets
in which the online channels, dynamically evolving the same as in Hungary (see also the
rapid growth (18%–20% annually) of e-commerce in Hungary [54] and e-commerce in
Hungary is in boom phase, or penetration is rapidly increasing [55].) In our methodology
we conducted a survey about consumer habits and were able to identify four clear customer
cluster categories using K-Central clusters. To set up the clusters, we used six descriptive
variables that were established and based on previous studies [56] and in-depth interviews.
Respondents were grouped by age, income, use of social network, willingness to click on
ads, use of chat bots, and willingness to view YouTube ads in full. The first two criteria
were traditional demographic segmentation variables [23,56] and the other four can be
considered as typical user behavior characteristics of usage. In the analysis, with these
criteria we made an effort to create so few a clear groups that allows the results to be
generalized. Some iterations were used on variables in a subjective way to obtain the
appropriate clusters and discriminant analyses were used to validate them. The number
of clusters was determined empirically in four groups because the differences between
the five groups were less significant and the groups were more difficult to interpret. In
the last step, we combined the experienced groups with the main specificity categories of
e-commerce to gain a two-dimensional strategic matrix with the most obvious activities.
Demographics
The sample size is 153 people (n = 153) participated in the research; 54% are women
46% are men completed the online questionnaire. 6 age groups were classified, from8
13 to 65+ years of age (See Figure 1).
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age. Since they are typically still studying, they usually have no earnings. They like to
search for businesses, use chat on social networks, but they do not like Google ads either,
and they skip YouTube ads as soon as they can.
The members of the fourth group (‘prudent users’) are in the age group 36–50. Their
earnings range from 150,000 to 200,000 forints. In addition to viewing the content of their
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The members of the fourth group (‘prudent users’) are in the age group 36–50. Their
earnings range from 150,000 to 200,000 forints. In addition to viewing the content of their
friends, they are also happy to search for companies. They are happy to click on Google
ads because they are more likely to find them more reliable. It can be said of them that they
have never used a chat window and YouTube ads are also rarely watched.
Table 3 of ANOVA (analysis of variance) shows that the indications of the variables
involved in the cluster analysis are appropriate, as the significance levels of the given
criteria are close to zero. From the performed discriminant analysis, we can see that 98.2%
of the respondents almost perfectly fit into the four cluster groups (See: in Table 4).
Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table.
F-Pointer

Significance

What is your age?

68.220

0.000

How much is your monthly income? (Net) HUF

143.961

0.000

Do you use social networks to search for companies or products?

2592

0.055

Do you click on these ads?

36.474

0.000

Have you ever used a chat window on websites?

9006

0.000

Do you watch these commercials all the way through?

10.642

0.000

Table 4. Discriminant analysis for defined clusters.

K-Central Cluster

ple

%

Suggested Group Assignment

Total

1

2

3

4

1

44

0

0

0

44

2

1

54

0

1

56

3

0

0

19

0

19

4

1

0

0

27

28

1

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

2

1.8

96.4

0.0

1.8

100.0

3

0.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

4

3.6

0.0

0.0

96.4

100.0

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
We can also state from our data that we can distinguish separated groups according
to several criteria within consumer groups or consumer segments, according to how they
relate to online technology. This phenomenon draws attention to the fact that it is very
practical to segment not only according to the consumption habits, but also according
to the media channel [1], if we want to carry out effective and economical marketing
communication or activity. Our results have been linked to other studies such as the
importance of engagement with the social media platforms [1] but we have made an
addition that is customer-dependent ‘how’. In our examination we successfully applied
the six descriptive variables defined from typical user aspects to separate clusters. The
implications confirmed are presented in Table 4, showing strong relation.
The shifts in the development of culture and technical background should be taken
into account when offering and promoting the new products and services more effective [58]. Based on all this, we elaborate a model that formulates recommendations for
the previously described e-commerce differences and the traits of the established cluster
groups (see: Table 5). In the fifth table, we combined the results of the first table with
the e-commerce specificity categories with the customers’ profiles and obtained a twodimensional strategic action matrix with target programming. This table shows in which
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combination, which targeting methods or activities are recommended for marketing professionals and advertisers to use. With all of these you can more easily judge whether to
use a particular marketing tool or content feature if you want to target the members of that
particular cluster, taking into account the differences.
Table 5. Differences of e-commerce and consumer habits according to the group of 4 clusters combination marketing
strategic model.

difference type

product channel or
place utility value
difference in product
and transaction process:
available anywhere

1. Buying Less

2. Young Conscious
People

3. Today’s Youth

4. Prudent Users

age: 35–50
money: 100–150
FaceBook use: no
click-through: no
chat: no
YouTube: rarely

age: 26–35
money: 150–200
FaceBook use: yes
click-through: no
chat: yes
YouTube: never

age: 19–25
money: no
FaceBook use:yes
click-through: no
chat: yes
YouTube: never

age: 36–50
money: 150–200
FaceBook use: yes
click-through: yes
chat: no
YouTube: rarely

smart app,
application
development + trend
and fashion influence

purchasing
convenience, argument
to be emphasized (it
has value) respond to
well-placed clicks
(social share and media
combinations, Google
Ads)

smart-app,
application
development + trend
and fashion influence

purchasing
convenience, argument,
to be emphasized (it
has value) respond to
well-placed clicks (s.
share and media
combinations, Google
Ads)

cost is transferable

cost is transferable,
traceability,
flexibility,
phone connection
required

purchasing
convenience,
argument to be
emphasized

smart-app,
application
development

place, time utility
value difference
between product and
transaction process:
is available at any time

online order discount
(when the shops are
closed)

smart-app,
application
development

transport costs are
borne by the service
provider or can be
passed onto the buyer

do not use an
expensive method!
(cannot shift or pass)

cost is
transferable,
traceability, flexibility,
phone connection
required

purchasing
convenience
higher

purchasing
convenience, argument
to be emphasized

providing
flexibility benefits

simplicity is required

purchasing
convenience, argument
to be emphasized (it
has value)

assortment and
reliability
more alternatives

they not react to it, only
wasting money

they react to it,
organised information
suitable for them,
chatbot works

chatbot,
product mix

image of the company
influences the purchase,
content marketing,
more information

make video from
flexibility of usage,
YouTube, Facebook

customizable offers,
product, and service
options are interested
in,
Chatbot, FaceBook (FB),
Search Engine
Optimalisation (SEO)
demand detection,

customization is not
necessary
(few options enough)

Google Ads, Google
Analytics (activity
monitoring),
BI, Artificial
intelligence,
product, and service
options are interested
in, Chatbot, FB, SEO
demand detection

different possession
utility value ‘not so
living relationship’
is harder to customize
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Table 5. Cont.
1. Buying Less

2. Young Conscious
People

3. Today’s Youth

4. Prudent Users

very cheap, efficient
logistics, such as pick
pack points, or
personal pick up

traceability, flexibility,
phone connection
required,
delivery company

speed, simplicity,
delivery company

traceability, flexibility,
phone contact required,
delivery company,
personal pick up

only personal reference
is recommended

AR-VR options,
enhanced security
utility, reference,
assessment, influencer,
product return
(or send back)

AR-VR options,
enhanced security
utility, reference,
assessment, influencer,
product return

AR-VR options,
enhanced security
utility, reference,
assessment, influencer,
product return

this is not a problem,
they respond to
traditional marketing
tools: e.g., direct mail

content marketing,
they respond to
segmented
communication,
blogger, influencer
worth it,
but they do not like the
obvious influence,
do not use direct mail

YouTube entertainment
covert advertising,
content marketing,
brand learning,
influencing, FB,
influencer,
use direct promotion

automated information
gathering and profiling,
sales funnel, combining
media
YouTube advertising—
click-through, online
advertising has the
most effect
Google and FB ads

regular or individual
purchases are different

unique FB offers,
discount videos

willing to buy regularly,
it is worth to use
invitation into
customer communities
and marketing
automation

willing to buy regularly
(not he or she pay),
invitation into
customer communities
and marketing
automation

unique purchase and
regular purchase are
both interested in

lack of advantages
and disadvantages of
geographical zones

limited access because
unlimited is not worth
it

he or she prefers
unlimited access

he or she prefers
unlimited access

he or she prefers
unlimited access

higher time utility
value,
but ’external’—
independent
organisation of
transport, customer has
less influence
lack of testing and
physical detection
(less
security utility value)

less personal contact
on selling or purchase

We recommend using the model above, or re-examining and refining it in your own
industry, for any business that uses online technology but currently is driven by an idea
or fashion, with more or less success. In our opinion, a lot of unnecessary energy and
resources can be saved with a more targeted marketing activity. This easy-to-use theoretical
framework can be seen as a day-to-day practical contribution for managers, and in theory
we have successfully created a model in which the specifics of the social media platforms
and the user profile together influence the desired strategic actions. The limitation of the
model is that these recommendations are too general for different electronic devices and
platforms and may require some revision in different industries. At a later stage, it would
be a logical research perspective how these factors correspond to each other after COVID-19
or to conduct a more in-depth study of how these actions contribute to success.
Summary: In conclusion, the conscious creation of customer communities and proactive behaviour and targeted communication towards them can be one of the proven
directions of business development. Nowadays the customer demands just customized
products and services well as the personalized (or targeted) on time, well-located information, or communication. For now, the technical barriers have been dismantled and there
are countless solutions with varying degrees of effectiveness. The task is to get the right
information to the potential user through the right information channel. We hope that our
study and any other similar research can help you in this process.
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It is warmly advisable to expand the scope of activities of companies that previously
used only traditional marketing communication tools and channels into the direction of
online content and online customer relations, that is the key to success.
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